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President’s Message

The Gift of Kappa

A

s Kappas we hear about how our ritual is what
distinguishes Kappas from other organizations. Yet so many members never experience
Kappa again once they leave school. So what does it
mean to BE a Kappa?
Clara Pierce, Ohio State, Executive Secretary
for the Fraternity from 1929 to 1969 said simply, “To
be a Kappa is to be a good citizen.” I like that! She
went on, “To attain this goal one must have understanding of the other person’s point of view and how
she lives.” Now that’s impact.
Do you dream of doing great things? What
inspires you? Kappa empowers women to pursue a
lifetime of excellence. And that preparation begins
when we are first initiated, but it doesn’t end with
graduation.
“The more I give to Kappa, the more I receive
from Kappa,” says Vera Lewis Marine, Colorado
College, the 1998 Loyalty Award recipient (she also
happens to be my mom!). Vera’s words are especially
appropriate at this time of year. Fall always seems to
be the busiest season of all and as women we have
so many things competing for our time. Among
careers, family obligations, trying to eat healthy
and exercise—and sneak in a little personal time
for reading or watching a favorite show, where does
Kappa fit in the day?
Here’s the thing—friendships are often the first
thing we let go when we can’t find enough time in
the day, yet friendships with other women are a
source of strength, allowing us to nurture and repair
our minds. Building successful friendships with
other women is essential to all of us. It has been
proven it makes us stronger of mind and healthier of
body. Building successful friendships has no ending.
As Winston Churchill said, “Success is never
final. Failure is never fatal. It is the courage that
counts.” Laughing, talking, finding things in
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common, learning together—all of these benefits
of friendship are right there if you decide to take
advantage of them—and it will feel effortless!
Our world is more connected than ever, but it
hasn’t changed the foundation of true relationships. Shared values and experiences are the
building blocks of sisterhood, but it is openness
and trust that create lifelong friendships.
We all need courage to extend ourselves, to
be accepting of our differences, reveling in our
likenesses. We need to enjoy the cultivation of new
and life-long female friendships. Kappa is here for
each of you so that by being members of Kappa
Kappa Gamma, together we can help our women
reach their full potential. Together, we create an
environment for women who want to be.
Loyally,

Julie Marine Leshay,
Colorado College
Fraternity President
kkgpresident@my.kkg.org

fraternity news

Nominate the F
uture Leaders
of Kappa Kappa
Gamma
Qualifi
c

ted
The strength of Kappa can be attribu
to the leaders of our Fraternity during
dom
the past 143 years. Their vision, wis
l
and courage have made it the exceptiona
.
organization that we all know and love
Make sure your voice is heard by
recommending a qualified candidate.

ations: Any Kappa in go
od standing who ha
served the Fraterni
s
ty within the past 10
years as a membe
Fraternity, Regional
r
of
the
or Associate Coun
cils, chairman of a
standing or specia
Fr
at
er
ni
ty
l committee, Frater
nity Council assist
Consultant or mem
ant, Leadership
ber of the Foundatio
n Board of Trustees
to be considered fo
is qualified
r an elected positio
n.

What positions

are being elect
The positions to be
ed?
elected at the 2014
General Conventio
all Fraternity Coun
n include
cil positions, seven
Regional Director of
positions and seve
Alumnae
n Regional Director
of Chapters positio
ns.
How to nomina
te: Please submit recomm
the Nominating Co
endations to
mmittee no later th
an Feb. 14, 2014.
Find the form at w
ww.kappa.org/m
embers.
Send recommenda
tions to Fraternity No
minating Chairman
ALLEN KUMLER, Ohio
, MARTHA
State, 11270 Lanc
as
te
r Kirkersville Rd. NW
Baltimore, OH 4310
,
5-9630 or email m
kumler@columbus.
rr.
com.
Every member has
the opportunity to
participate in the no
process. Please co
minating
nsider seeking one
of these positions
an outstanding lead
or nominating
er you know.

Who will lead the Fraternity in the next bienn

ium?

Kappa is counting on you!
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,ETTERS to the Editor
I have many wonderful friends from my years
as a Kappa and none of them look like the cover
of the woman on the summer edition of The Key.
I am writing because I do not often respond so
negatively to magazine covers. However, when
I looked at the cover of the summer version of
The Key, I was mortified, insulted and felt that
Kappa needs my feedback if they are to come into
the 21st century and survive, if they want to be
an inspiration to the next generation of women.
Who needs to be reminded of unfortunate years
gone by when women were only allowed to stay
at home? What is the image that you are trying to
create in future women leaders? There are many
women who admirably choose to stay at home
to raise their children, and this is not the vision
they have of themselves. They are rewarded by
their fulfillment in spending their life dedicated to
their families. This is not what is portrayed in this
picture. I realize that your audience is from a wide
age range, but who on earth wants to be reminded
of a time when women were oppressed or lacked
the self-confidence to get out of those curlers?
Please look forward to what women have become
and are striving to be, not backward to a time when
opportunity was not theirs to grasp.
Carole Warde, USC, MD, FACP
Educational Lead, Veterans Assessment and
Improvement Laboratory
------------------------------------------------------I love the cover! And I look forward to reading
all of the stories and looking at the pictures. I enjoy
receiving The Key in my mailbox so I can keep it
handy to read whenever I have a spare minute. But
once I start reading it, I usually cannot put it down
until I finish it. I am so proud of our fraternity
publication.

#UT !LLISON DAUGHTER OF
#UTE
!UB
!UBREY
!BBOTT 0ASANT
AND GRANDDAUGHTER OF
"AYLOR
"AY
6IC 3TERNENBERG !BBOTT
6ICKI
"AY
"AYLOR

7E LOVE %LLEN
3HIRLEY´S 'EORGIA
3OUTHERN SPOOF OF
THE SUMMER COVER

Note: For some, the summer cover implied
that women should be in curlers. It was intended
to be a humorous look at a woman who possibly
had a surprising change in her career path,
something that she could not have envisioned
when beginning her career. Many of us have had
to deal with surprising changes in our lives.
-------------------------------------------------------

#ORRECTION
The Key enjoyed The Cat at Cason Cottage by
Marsha Love, but we were so excited that we
got the name wrong. The correct title of Marsha’s
historical fiction book for children is The Cat
at Cason Cottage. Although Marsha teaches at
a college, the book title is not The Cat at Cason
College. The clever book is for children ages 5 to 9.
Find it online at www.delraybeachhistory.org.
-------------------------------------------------------

Loyally,
Judy Chase Webb, Texas Tech
Fairfield County Alumnae Association
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Letters are edited for style and length. Send
letters to thekey@kkg.org or Kappa Kappa
Gamma, attn.: The Key, P.O. Box 38, Columbus,
OH 43216.

Successful Students
Find Balance
°"Y ,ORI -C$ONALD 5TAH $EAN OF 3TUDENTS
AT THE 5NIVERSITY OF 5TAH

T

he autumn brings falling leaves and, in
the Rocky Mountains where I live, we start
to talk about getting ready for ski season.
On the college campus where I work as dean of
students, at the University of Utah, fall means
chanting crowds at football games and talking
with students about strategies for being a
successful student.
Typical college students are faced with a
number of challenges to their mental, emotional
and physical health that can also affect academic
performance. The traditional distractions and
stressors of college life can lead to cherished
memories and valuable life lessons, but I also see
students who need to prioritize academics to truly
thrive. Getting enough sleep, asking for help and
finding balance are often overlooked on the journey.

'ETTING ENOUGH SLEEP
Much like regular exercise, research on sleep has
shown that it improves memory processing and
cognitive performance, but many college students
do not get enough of it. As a rite of passage, I see
college students joking about “pulling another
all-nighter” and shrugging off the need for sleep.
However, sleep difficulties regularly show up in the
top three impediments to academic performance on
the National College Health Assessment. Students
are bombarded by distractions, both social and
academic, that, in the moment and over time, end
up taking priority over seven to eight hours of
regular sleep. This deficit can eventually take its toll
on physical health and mental acuity.

they need it. A sense of invincibility coupled with
not knowing where to find help lead many college
students to struggle on their own. Too often I have
seen students struggle when they could have saved
time and energy if they had just reached out earlier.

&INDING BALANCE
The “work hard, play hard” mentality has become
a mantra to many college students, but the balance
can prove elusive. Regularly over-committing to
both social engagements and leadership responsibilities can take a toll on the ability of students to
prioritize academics. Fun needs to be balanced
with the discipline to study, sleep and exercise
to truly succeed not only in college, but in life in
general. Saying “no” to some of the myriad opportunities to play will only make the work easier.
Strategies for success are as varied as the students
who use them and there is no one answer, but this
fall I will be widely sharing these suggestions with
both new and returning students. Of course, the
hardest part is taking my own advice.

!SKING FOR HELP
Whether it is checking in with an academic
adviser about graduation requirements, talking to a
professor about difficult course material, or visiting
a campus counseling center for help with coping
with relationship difficulties or stress in general,
many college students are not asking for help when

Register Now
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From Where I Sat . . .
In the Fraternity Archives
Carly Dannenmueller shares her experience as the summer Catherine Schroeder
Graf Heritage Museum Intern.
°"Y #ARLY $ANNENMUELLER +ENTUCKY

M

y love of history and Kappa has grown exponentially through the Catherine Schroeder
Graf Heritage Museum internship, a
summer I spent researching, hearing tales of Kappa
lore and preserving the history of the Fraternity.
Before my arrival, I wondered what my first day at
Fraternity Headquarters would be like. Would I be
expected to recite the Founders’ names and birthdates?
Would I have to say the password or give the grip? I
can laugh at my naivety now, as my fears were soon
relieved when I was greeted with a “regular” handshake
by friendly staff and volunteers.
With my nose in Kappa history books, I spent
the summer researching and writing the script for a
proposed exhibition for the front entrance of Fraternity
Headquarters to showcase the history of Kappa Kappa
Gamma. During my internship, it was an honor
to spend time with the patroness of the museum
internship, Catherine Schroeder Graf, Ohio
State, who has inspired many Kappas with her support,
determination and dedication.
Together with curator and archivist Kylie Towers
Smith, Simpson, we visited The Stewart House in
Monmouth, Ill., toured Monmouth College and
visited the sites along “The Footsteps of the Founders”
tour, which included Founder Martha Louisa
Stevenson’s home, the cemetery where Founders
Minnie Moore Stewart, Anna Willits Pattee
and Susan Burley Walker are buried, as well as
the site of the Kappa bridge. We also visited the Holt
House, the birthplace of Pi Beta Phi Fraternity.
Besides giving tours of The Heritage Museum and
polishing silver, an integral part of the internship
is working in the Fraternity archives to preserve
Kappa’s history. In the archives, I scanned and
catalogued photographs and wrote chapter histories for
Kappapedia. I especially enjoyed seeing the fine craftsmanship of early badges, as well as historical badges
with beautiful gemstones.
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#ARLY CAREFULLY HANDLES A  RITUAL BOOK FROM %TA #HAPTER
7ISCONSIN AN EARLY CHAPTER ARTIFACT PRESERVED IN THE
&RATERNITY ARCHIVES

I plan to continue my work for the museums and
to volunteer my time with Kappa for the preparations
of the 2020 Sesquicentennial Celebration, as well as
write chapter histories for Kappapedia. I am grateful
for the lessons I’ve learned and the experiences gained
while working for the Kappa museums. Serving as the
Catherine Schroeder Graf Heritage Museum Intern in
the 30th year of the program, my passion for art and
historical studies was confirmed in my daily tasks and
activities. My admiration for Kappa Kappa Gamma
has always been strong, yet this internship opportunity
has enriched my loyalty to Kappa, with its enthralling
history and inspiring members.

Honoring Those We Have Loved and Lost
These names were submitted to Fraternity
Headquarters between May 2 and Aug. 22,
2013.
* Adelphi College
Carey, Henrietta Cawl, ’19, d. 10/78
Alabama, University of
Fowler, Halle, ’68, d. 06/13
Pardoe, Mary Forehand, ’61, d. 07/13

Drake University
Anderson, Janet Mathison, ’45, d. 03/13
George Washington University
Bledsoe, Sammie Cunningham, ’37, d. 04/11
Gray, Patricia, ’53, d. 05/13
Parkhurst, Jean Coates, ’52, d. 07/13
Vorder Bruegge, Susan McNeese,
’40, d. 06/13

North Carolina, University of
Dickey, Patrice, ’74, d. 09/12
Hill, Sarah Adams, ’58, d. 05/13

Reid, Mary Grayson, ’43, d. 05/96
Smith, Jeanne Coleman, ’38, d. 12/11
Stout, Sally Seay, ’57, d. 04/13

Northwestern University
Artoe, Delisa, ’81, d. 05/13

St. Lawrence University
Eynon, Florence Fischer, ’43, d. 06/13
Grimes, Laura Schultz, ’47, d. 06/12
Offermann, Doris, ’31, d. 07/13

Ohio State University
Benedetti, Stacy Tague, ’83, d. 05/12
Ream, Patricia Burrell, ’50, d. 03/13
Reed, Barbara Heer, ’42, d. 07/13
Whitcomb, Barbara Brown, ’47, d. 05/13

Texas, University of
Ardrey, Helen, ’24, d. 01/76
Cannady, Mollie Rehmet, ’63, d. 03/13
Erwin, Margaret Kelly, ’21, d. 09/02
Ohio Wesleyan University
Gammon, Eleanor Stayton, ’34, d. 07/13
Boyd, Jane Elliott, ’38, d. 05/13
Haggard, Dorothy Deaton, ’42, d. 11/07
Arizona, University of
Gilliland, Sarah Starkey, ’56, d. 06/13
* Goucher College
Hoiland, Melissa Worrell, ’72, d. 04/13
Trautmann, Margaret Haralson, ’43, d. 01/11 Huganir, Ellen Campbell, ’39, d. 05/13
Jackson, Marianne White, ’51, d. 05/13
Kearney, Katharine Langdon, ’40, d. 04/13
Walker, Stacey Schmeiser, ’88, d. 07/13
Voegtly,
Janan
Fisher,
’39,
d.
03/04
Hillsdale College
McGrew, Margaret Terry, ’76, d. 06/13
Arkansas, University of
Giauque, Sally Altman, ’47, d. 07/13
Oklahoma State University
Peickert, Margaret Copeland, ’27, d. 01/98
Clendening, Mary, ’41, d. 03/09
Tackett,
Kaye
Davis,
’56,
d.
05/13
Prickett, Lynne Beavers, ’65, d. 02/13
Idaho, University of
Grady, Lillian Hirschi, ’27, d. 03/00
Ragland, Sue Starkey, ’53, d. 10/09
Griffin, Dorothy Peebles, ’40, d. 05/13
Oklahoma, University of
Oates, Will Etta Long, ’39, d. 03/08
Russell, Margaret Keys, ’44, d. 04/13
Knowlton, Jane Blakely, ’47, d. 05/13
Adams, Marilyn Brokaw, ’55, d. 01/04
Pilkington, Gwenda Tucker, ’44, d. 05/13
Schuessler, Elizabeth Hardy, ’34, d. 07/97
Amos, Doris Kramer, ’42, d. 08/10
Swanson, Winifred Wallace, ’38, d. 05/13
Illinois Wesleyan University
Smith, Catherine Howard, ’23, d. 05/05
Birchum, Martha Kinney, ’37, d. 01/99
Voss, Marijean Oliver, ’72, d. 05/13
Beadles, Mildred Flagg, ’31, d. 05/13
Taylor, Margaret, ’32, d. 11/84
Bramley, Caroline Pryor, ’27, d. 12/86
Miller,
Elizabeth
Austin,
’27,
d.
05/82
* Boston University
Tufts, Mimi Mitchell, ’43, d. 10/10
Carmel, Joann Rygel, ’42, d. 05/08
Morris,
Mary
Vines,
’65,
d.
07/13
Kiarsis, Barbara McFee, ’37, d. 05/13
Wetenkamp, Mary, ’26, d. 01/94
Colclasure, Sherry Hillis, ’66, d. 03/97
Whitman,
Mary
O’Rourke,
’45,
d.
07/13
O’Flynn, Hilda Joyce, ’36, d. 07/13
Wheeler, Elma Landram, ’40, d. 04/13
Craig, Mary Ray, ’39, d. 08/04
Sharp, Suzanne, ’65, d. 02/13
Illinois, University of
Defenbaugh, Dorothy Waldrep, ’40, d. 09/12 Winsauer, Alethea Elliott, ’52, d. 04/13
Mojonnier, Barbara Holbrook, ’37, d. 10/02 Denney, Eleanor Champlin, ’39, d. 08/09
Bowling Green State University
Toronto, University of
Rittenhouse, Jane Mickelberry, ’35, d. 05/95 Enloe, Virginia, ’35, d. 11/08
Doney, Kate, ’07, d. 08/13
Davis, Marguerite Clark, ’29, d. 03/13
Hall, Nancy Champlin, ’38, d. 05/08
Mickey, Suzan Richards, ’86, d. 06/13
Kansas State University
Tulane University
Hardwick, Lynda Harris, ’61, d. 01/13
Nordeen, Elizabeth Ellis, ’28, d. 04/12
British Columbia, Univ. of
Mooney, Margaret, ’30, d. 11/02
Higgins, Frances Pipkin, ’44, d. 04/05
Babalos, Sally Palmer, ’62, d. 05/13
Kansas, University of
Peacock, Margaret McLaurin, ’40, d. 11/00
Kneeland, Jane Nedbalek, ’66, d. 05/04
Douglas, Ruth Seldon, ’38, d. 12/98
Wilson, Jane Peake, ’42, d. 08/13
Woods, Ellen Flowerree, ’37, d. 11/07
Linehan, Betty Warner, ’41, d. 07/13
Bucknell University
Kentucky, University of
Loomis, Madge Crow, ’41, d. 04/11
Utah, University of
Lewis, Jean Lampert, ’48, d. 04/13
Flynn, Pat Pinney, ’55, d. 06/13
Martin, Mary Hammond, ’45, d. 02/09
Lumaye, Janet Stine, ’47, d. 10/88
Nye, Jo Hopkins, ’55, d. 03/13
Lemaster, Dru Parker, ’68, d. 07/13
McAskill, Marjorie Garnett, ’37, d. 01/93
Wood, Barbara Jacobs, ’45, d. 07/13
Zinn, Jacqueline Nitz, ’55, d. 05/13
Neill, Laure Campbell, ’37, d. 05/93
Louisiana State University
Washington State University
Nickel, Jeanne Stevens, ’43, d. 01/11
Butler University
Robichaux, Estelle Scheuermann,
Bloom, Margo King, ’60, d. 11/12
Pipkin, Jimmie Midkiff, ’38, d. 10/06
Burke, Martha Wynne, ’41, d. 04/13
’39, d. 06/13
Schafer, Marian Hassel, ’47, d. 02/13
Ramsey, Sally, ’55, d. 08/01
Cunningham, Deborah Collins, ’54, d. 03/13 Walden, Mary Thibodaux, ’52, d. 06/13
Washington University
Scranton, Mary Campbell, ’39, d. 06/09
Spencer, Mary Marshall, ’42, d. 06/13
* Manitoba, University of
Touchberry, Eleanore Pearce, ’39, d. 07/13 Abell, Stella Key, ’23, d. 09/77
California, U. of, Berkeley
Bellingham, Lorraine Frogley, ’35, d. 05/13 Vandever, Madeline Erickson, ’48, d. 04/13 Miller, Jane Krebs, ’38, d. 07/13
Von Liphart, Barbara Sawyer, ’62, d. 01/10 * Maryland, University of
Wilson, Mildred Hess, ’37, d. 04/13
Washington, University of
California, U. of, Davis
Woodruff, Doris Christian, ’33, d. 02/95
Scace, Betty Gatch, ’44, d. 06/13
Kinzel, Louise Wagstaff, ’53, d. 05/13
Cligny, Ashley Loughmiller, ’12, d. 04/13
Wright, Nancy Underwood, ’51, d. 08/11
Thayer, Patricia Martin, ’46, d. 08/13
West Virginia University
Zimmermann,
Pixley
McDonald,
California, U. of, Los Angeles
Miami University
Berry, Lucille Vernon, ’46, d. 05/13
’55,
d.
06/13
Terramorse, Susan Armstrong, ’50, d. 02/13 Eager, Martha Cody, ’49, d. 10/12
William and Mary, College of
Oregon State University
Carnegie Mellon University
Michigan State University
Campbell, Emily Russell, ’45, d. 12/00
Shortridge, Jean Johnstone, ’56, d. 07/13
Johnson, Bonnie Lisle, ’44, d. 05/13
Sanford, Barbara Lindeman, ’37, d. 01/97
Wisconsin, University of
Thomas, Nancy Justus, ’53, d. 05/13
Park, Sue Rowney, ’66, d. 05/13
Michigan, University of
Barker, Ruth Baldwin, ’48, d. 04/13
Ross, Jane Ramsey, ’44, d. 02/13
Oregon,
University
of
Chaffee, Harriet Brown, ’48, d. 06/06
Coerper, Margaret Maurer, ’46, d. 06/13
Harrell,
Harriet
Campbell,
’32,
d.
03/12
Cincinnati, University of
Choate, Sidney Steck, ’47, d. 05/13
Hertz, Katherine Picone, ’68, d. 03/13
Brounley, Nancy Stevenson, ’58, d. 05/13
Pennsylvania State University
Erwin, Sunny Longmaid, ’51, d. 05/13
Vieaux, Jane Overton, ’32, d. 01/90
McCleary, Myra Innes, ’14, d. 04/77
Finby, Nancy Scholl, ’55, d. 05/13
Rogers, Beth King, ’42, d. 02/13
Nutini, Gloria Lovett, ’44, d. 06/13
Purdue University
Missouri, University of
* Indicates inactive chapters.
Schaffield, Roselyn Underwood, ’48, d. 01/10 Allee, Margaret, ’33, d. 08/13
Eibel, Dorothy Waters, ’27, d. 06/13
Stifel, Dell Chenoweth, ’49, d. 07/13
Henrie, La Verne Muir, ’41, d. 06/13
Carlos, Mary Himmelberger, ’39, d. 12/95
Allegheny College
Ague, Sarah Huddleson, ’53, d. 05/13
James, Jean Griffith, ’42, d. 04/13

Georgia, University of
Blackwood, Florence Henson, ’75, d. 08/01
Ivey, Rholanda Bicknell, ’53, d. 07/05
Owen, Martha Daniel, ’53, d. 12/03

Colorado State University
Lake, Gwen Sylling, ’82, d. 06/13
Zimmer, Constance James, ’63, d. 06/13

Donnelly, Maude Garth, ’43, d. 06/13
Horn, Susan Scheffler, ’68, d. 04/13
Williams, Evelyn Fuller, ’52, d. 11/12

Colorado, University of
Allen, Nancy Ebaugh, ’50, d. 05/13
Behling, Henrietta Ashley, ’20, d. 11/96
Caughey, Judy Stearns, ’47, d. 05/13
Leland, Emily Mayer, ’60, d. 12/12
Lloyd, Louise Jenkins, ’24, d. 06/99

Monmouth College
Brace, Joyce Beaumont, ’49, d. 03/13

Connecticut, University of
Marks, Beverly Menzies, ’46, d. 01/13
Cornell University
Kenney, Elizabeth Hamm, ’42, d. 07/13
Willoughby, Virginia Wilson, ’41, d. 05/13
Denison University
Ferguson, Elizabeth Stewart, ’38, d. 02/13
Lemons, Carol Bryant, ’42, d. 03/13
Russell, Barbara Schumann, ’40, d. 05/13
DePauw University
Scott, Mary Longpre, ’35, d. 07/13
Trask, Eileen Burk, ’34, d. 04/13

Montana, University of
Donovan, Margie Emery, ’46, d. 07/13
Midtlyng, Lorraine Mannix, ’43, d. 05/13
Sheridan-Corette, Sarajane Murphy,
’37, d. 04/13
Nebraska, University of
Engdahl, Phyllis Hoffman, ’41, d. 06/13
Kelly, Beverly Boyd, ’60, d. 07/13
Newman, Catherine Wells, ’41, d. 04/13
Smith, Sara Goding, ’60, d. 02/13
New Mexico, University of
Dobell, Helen Currier, ’38, d. 02/13
Hardway, Jana Jones, ’73, d. 04/13
Marquis, Mary Anton, ’29, d. 03/13

Ragains, Carol Feldman, ’51, d. 04/13
Van Ness, Josephine Gongwer, ’47, d. 07/06
Rollins College
McCune, Barbara Stanley, ’44, d. 02/04
*San Jose State University
Martini, Shirley Lorber, ’49, d. 06/13
Southern California, U. of
Ceragioli, Mary Staunton, ’49, d. 11/06
Southern Methodist University
Anderson, Virginia Burns, ’53, d. 02/06
Austin, Patricia Engler, ’46, d. 08/09
Blakey, Margaret, ’32, d. 03/92
Clark, Allie Angell, ’29, d. 02/98
Cox, Aylett Royall, ’33, d. 10/06
Crowe, Martha Collins, ’45, d. 05/13
Johnson, Julia Germany, ’34, d. 06/06
Ladwig, Katrina Thompson, ’53, d. 07/13
Martin, Marion Norton, ’35, d. 11/02
Maxwell, Emma Dunlap, ’36, d. 07/13
McDonald, Frances, ’51, d. 05/13
Padgett, Bettye Hart, ’46, d. 08/13

Paulette Clark, Connecticut,
was listed in the spring In Memoriam
in error. The Key apologizes to
Paulette and her family for this
incorrect listing.
In Memoriam Reminder
When reporting a deceased member,
please include her full name,
including maiden name, her chapter
or university, date of death, your
name and contact information, and
your relationship to the deceased.
Copies of obituaries are appreciated.
Call Membership Services at
866-KKG-1870 or email
membershipservices@kkg.org.
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fraternity news

Buy the Book (or Borrow It):
(OW TO *UDGE A #HILDREN´S "OOK   
BY -ORE 4HAN )TS #OVER
Reading Is Fundamental released a report about the impact of
providing children with books. The results are clear—access to
books improves a child’s reading achievement. But how do you
know which books are the right ones to purchase or borrow from
the library?

T

he right book doesn’t have to win
awards, be named a best-seller, or
even appear on a recommended
booklist. The right book is simply
one a child enjoys reading.
Try these tips and strategies to help
you and the children in your life learn
how to choose the right books together.

3 Visit your local bookstore or library
and take time to explore the books. If
you don’t like a book after reading a few
pages, put it down and pick up another
one! Reading should be fun, not a chore.

3 Consider your audience. Ask your kids
what they like and don’t like, what they
want to learn, what they want to do when
they grow up, and beyond. Their answers
will help guide you to the books that are
“right” for them.
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3 Check the cover of the book for an
indication of the age or grade level it is
meant to serve. Don’t hesitate to choose a
book that may be suggested for someone
older than your child. If a book is of
interest to your child but beyond his or
her reading ability, give it a try. You can
read the book to your child now, and
later on your child can try reading it solo.
3 And remember: knowing how to
choose a book is a skill that children
will keep for the rest of their lives. Take
time to show them how. Encourage them
to select books on their own as soon as
they begin to show their interests and
preferences.

&ROM #OVER TO #OVER
! "OOK %DITOR´S 0ICKS FOR !GE !PPROPRIATE #HILDREN´S "OOKS
Between her professional role as a book editor and her private role as a mom, KRISTEN DESMOND LEFEVRE,
Indiana, knows a thing or two about how to choose a good children’s book. Check out her tips on
what to look for in books for different age groups—and her picks for each category.

Infants and toddlers (ages 0–2)

Young readers (ages 6–10)

t#JH DPMPSGVMQJDUVSFTPGGBNJMJBSPCKFDUT
My First ABC Booko%,1VCMJTIJOH
t%VSBCMFCPPLTNBEFPGDBSECPBSE QMBTUJD GPBNPSDMPUI
Little Blue Trucko"MJDF4DIFSUMF
t"QQFBMUPUIFTFOTFTMJLFGBCSJDCPPLT UFYUVSFECPPLTBOE
TDSBUDIOTOJGGCPPLTPat the Bunnyo%PSPUIZ,VOIBSEU
t#PPLTUIBUUFMMTUPSJFTJOTIPSU TJNQMFTFOUFODFTXJUIQJDUVSFT
UIBUFYQMBJOUIFUFYUDear Zooo3PE$BNQCFMM
t1PFNTBOESIZNFUIBUBSFGVOGPSQBSFOUTUPSFBEBMPVE
Clap Your Handso-PSJOEB#SZBO$BVMFZ

t*MMVTUSBUJPOTBOEQIPUPTUIBUCSJOHUFYUUPMJGFBOEHJWFDMVFTUP
EFDPEFVOGBNJMJBSXPSETDiary of a Wimpy Kid TFSJFTo+FGG,JOOFZ
t"QQFBMUPZPVSDIJMETJOUFSFTUTChoose Your Own Adventure
4FSJFTo3".POUHPNFSZ
t'FBUVSFGBWPSJUFDIBSBDUFSTPSDMBTTJDDIBSBDUFST
Charlotte’s Webo&#8IJUF
t#PPLTUIBUFODPVSBHFEJTDVTTJPOThe Three Questions–
+PO+.VUI
t$IBQUFSCPPLTUIBUDBOCFSFBEJOJOTUBMMNFOUT
Mouse Soupo"SOPME-PCFM

Preschoolers (ages 3–5)
t4JNQMFQMPUTXJUIRVJDLNPWJOHBDUJPOThe Day Crayons Quit–
%SFX%BZXBMU
t-JWFMZSIZNFTBOESFQFUJUJPOUIBUDIJMESFODBOSFQFBUBOE
SFNFNCFSTumble Bumbleo'FMJDJB#POE
t4UPSJFTBCPVUFWFSZEBZMJGFUIBUFODPVSBHFDIJMESFOUPBTL
RVFTUJPOTBOEFYQMPSFUIFJSXPSMEHow Full Is Your Bucket for
Kids?–5PN3BUIBOE.BSZ3FDLNFZFS
t4UPSJFTUIBUSFWJFXCBTJDDPODFQUTMJLFMFUUFST OVNCFST TIBQFT
BOEDPMPSTTen Black Dotso%POBME$SFXT
t#PPLTUIBUDBOCFSFBEJOPOFTJUUJOHThe Relatives Came–
$ZOUIJB3ZMBOU

Adolescents (ages 11 and up)
t4VCKFDUTUIBUJOUFSFTUZPVSDIJMECharlie and the Chocolate
Factoryo3PBME%BIM
t$IBSBDUFSTXIPBSFEFBMJOHXJUIUIFDIBMMFOHFTPGHSPXJOHVQ
When You Reach Meo3FCFDDB4UFBE
t/FXFYQFSJFODFTBOEPQQPSUVOJUJFTHis Dark Materials Trilogy–
1IJMJQ1VMMNBO
t'BDUCPPLT XPSMESFDPSETCPPLT USJWJBBOEBMNBOBDTThe New
Way Things Worko%BWJE.BDBVMBZ
t#JPHSBQIJFT DMBTTJDT GPMLUBMFT IJTUPSJDBMGJDUJPOBOENZUIPMPHZ
I Have Lived A Thousand Yearso-JWJB#JUUPO+BDLTPO
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Kappa Kappa Gamma Foundation

'PVOEBUJPO
1SPWJEFT
%JTBTUFS3FMJFG
UP$PMPSBEP
3FTJEFOU

!DVANCING )NSPIRED 7OMEN ,EADERS

4HE #OLORADO FLOODS OF 3EPTEMBER  FLOODED %LLEN 7EIR #ASEY´S HOUSE

Dear Kappa Sisters,
I live in Colorado Springs, just above the Cheyenne
Creek, which was the source of a devastating flood
this past Sept. 12–13. My entire finished lower level
was flooded. The mitigation workers were here for
seven days. During that time they attempted to dry
the carpets in the two bedrooms, hall and large family
room. They finally had to declare the carpet a loss,
so they pulled it out and carried it away. The carpet
was one year old, as was the paint on all the walls and
paneling, as I had just refinished the lower rooms in
the summer of 2012.
The walls required a “flood cut,” up to about four feet.
The soaked drywall did not dry, even after having
industrial fans and dehumidifier running 24 hours
a day for seven days. The painted paneling in the
family room had to be torn off and discarded to reach
the wet drywall underneath it.
I now have a large bill from the mitigation company,
plus I will have to replace the drywall, tape, paint and
have all new carpeting installed.
I am a retired 1st grade teacher and live on a fixed
income. My darling husband of just two and a half
years died suddenly a few years ago, so I no longer
have his financial support.
Please consider me for the Kappa disaster relief
program. I am happy to supply you with photos and a
copy of my USAA homeowners insurance that says I
am NOT covered for flooding from any source.
Loyally and gratefully submitted,
Ellen Weir Casey, Colorado College
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&OUNDATION %XECUTIVE
$IRECTOR 2ETIRES

Former Fraternity President Ann Stafford
Truesdell, Ohio Wesleyan, is retiring as the Executive
Director of the Kappa Kappa Gamma Foundation.
With Ann’s dedicated leadership, administrative skills
and devotion to the development of its programs the Kappa
Kappa Gamma Foundation gained $3.9 million in assets
and granted over $7 million in scholarships, confidential
aid, funding of educational and leadership programming
and support of Kappa heritage through two museums.
Her leadership has extended beyond Kappa into the Greek
community, where she served on the board of the NorthAmerican Interfraternity Conference Foundation.
The Board of Trustees has begun a search for a
permanent replacement and Ann will continue to serve in
her position during the transition period.

Foundation on Facebook
www.facebook.com/kappafoundation
Visit the Kappa Foundation on Facebook to see
Kappa and historical artifacts, including Founder
MARTHA LOUISA STEVENSON’S candlesticks, and listen
to a newly restored 1850s melodeon (piano) being
played, both of which are on display at The Heritage
Museum. You do not need a Facebook account to
view these items.

Meet Foundation Treasurer
and Tennis Mom
°"Y !NN 'RAHAM 3CHNAEDTER -ISSOURI

A

Ask Nancy Eyermann Foland, Tulsa, what
Kappa job she has not held in the Tulsa Alumnae
Association and she probably will not be able to
name very many! She has served twice as President
of the association and also has served as an adviser at
Delta Pi Chapter, Tulsa, in addition to serving the
Fraternity as a PDA and RDA. It was no surprise that
she stepped into the role of Fraternity and Foundation
Treasurer so easily.
Asked what has been her favorite Kappa job, Nancy
said that serving as Chapter Council Adviser and
Advisory Board Chairman for Delta Pi were some
of her favorite positions. Though she loves working
with collegians, she says that “in every position I’ve
held, I have learned so much and developed skills I
otherwise never would have. I think every job has been
my favorite at the time!” Nancy believes Kappa has
given her some of her best friends and has taught her
a lot about herself, giving her confidence and a good
leadership base. One of her proudest moments came
when she was honored as Kappa’s Woman of the Year
at Tulsa’s annual Panhellenic luncheon.
Asked about the story behind her email address,
she explained that when she turned 40, her family,
including her husband, Greg, and their two boys, took
up tennis and they all fell in love with the sport. The
boys progressed much faster than she did, winning
state titles in doubles—hence the name she gave herself
of “tennismom.” This name certainly has been a conversation starter for her, so even though her boys are
both grown, she doesn’t plan to change the name now!
These days, if there is time in her busy schedule, she
tries to play tennis three or four times a week.
Nancy worked in the banking industry but has been
a stay-at-home mom since her oldest son turned 13,
feeling it was important to be home when her two boys
reached their teens. Her degree is in finance and she
always has enjoyed working with numbers and with
people, so being Treasurer of the Foundation came
naturally to her.
The Foundation did not exist when Nancy was
an undergraduate, and she hopes that the current
collegiate members realize all the ways that they can be

helped by the Foundation with scholarships, financial
assistance, Leadership Academy and other programs
that benefit undergraduates.
Nancy feels that staying involved with Kappa
throughout alumna years is a great way to meet people,
making an instant connection with women you do not
know and a common bond in which to start a relationship. She says, “Volunteering for Kappa is just as
rewarding as any other volunteer job, maybe more so,
for you are working with your sisters.”
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!DVANCING )NSPIRED 7OMEN ,EADERS

Lessons From Leadership Academy
°"Y +AIT 3MITH -ARIST

A

As a teacher, business owner, Kappa adviser and
a mother of two, it’s safe to say that Dr. Jennifer
Baugh Royer, Texas A&M, has a lot on her plate.
Across that busy and eclectic schedule, however, is
one unifying theme that guides Jennifer’s life at work
and at home: enabling others to act.

that all would go well and I’d have a little Kappa soon,”
she says. “… Or at least a boy smart enough to date a
Kappa!”

It’s a lesson she learned during her experiences at
Kappa’s own Leadership Academy. “Few of us find
the time to engage in personal vision and leadership
development,” says Jennifer. Leadership Academy, she
said, gave her “the opportunity to carve out a few days
to truly evaluate my vision, determine how to express
that and to share it with others to be an amazing
experience.”
A two-time attendee—first in 2007 and again at
Leadership Academy 2.0 in 2013—Jennifer’s vision
has led her to a life of education. After receiving her
degree in education at Texas A&M, she went on to
earn both a master’s and doctorate in history. Now,
she’s a history teacher and the co-founder of Success
Quest, an educational consulting firm that assists high
school students with the often-overwhelming process
of selecting and applying to college. “We help young
adults navigate one of their first truly adult decisions
with more confidence and competence,” says Jennifer.
Enabling others to act, indeed.

$R *ENNIFER 2OYER SECOND FROM RIGHT VISITS &RATERNITY (EADQUARTERS
FOR ,!  A PROGRAM FOR FORMER ,EADERSHIP !CADEMY PARTICIPANTS

Outside of the classroom, Jennifer also finds time
to advise at Delta Zeta Chapter, Colorado College.
Advising, she says, provides “a unique opportunity
for us to provide young women a safe place to explore
their talents and to perfect the relationship skills that
will serve them well in their future career and family
life.” Her formula for advising follows along with
Leadership Academy lessons; she hopes to encourage
leadership among the women of the chapter, offering
vision and guidance along the way.

New4UPDL5SBOTGFS*OTUSVDUJPOT

Wisdom and vision weren’t the only things Jennifer
took away from her experiences at Leadership
Academy. She speaks fondly of the “new old friend”
she made at LA 2.0, “that kind of friend you feel like
you’ve known your whole life even though it’s only
been two days.” The mother of two was also pregnant
with her first child during her first Leadership
Academy and recalls the kindness and support she
received from fellow attendees at the time. “They sent
me home with a larger sense of hope and with a wish

In order to accurately value your gift to the Foundation,
please call 614-228-6515 or send a fax to 614-228-6303
the day the stock is transferred to the above referenced
account. For assigning the value of the contribution, the
Kappa Kappa Gamma Foundation will use the average of
the high and low price for the stock on the day it reached
our account. In addition, our policy is to sell the stock as
soon as it appears in our account and invest it immediately
according to our investment policy statement.
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To transfer stock to the Kappa Kappa Gamma Foundation,
please use the following routing instructions:
Delivery to DTC Clearing 0164, Code 40
Charles Schwab & Co. Inc.
RE: Kappa Kappa Gamma Foundation Inc.-Donation
Account
Schwab Account # 8317-3979

$IBQUFSBOE"MVNOBF"TTPDJBUJPO(JWJOH
4HESE CHAPTERS AND ALUMNAE ASSOCIATIONS SUPPORTED THE +APPA &OUNDATION WITH
GIFTS RECEIVED BETWEEN !PRIL  AND !UG 
#HAPTERS GAVE A
COMBINED  
Delta, Indiana
Epsilon, Illinois Wesleyan
Theta, Missouri
PiΔ, UC Berkeley
Sigma, Nebraska
Beta RhoΔ, Cincinnati
Gamma Rho, Allegheny
Beta Nu, Ohio State
Beta Lambda, Illinois
Gamma Alpha, Kansas State
Gamma Beta, New Mexico
Gamma Gamma, Whitman
Gamma Zeta, Arizona
Gamma Eta, Washington State
Gamma Nu, Arkansas
Gamma Omicron, Wyoming
Gamma Phi, SMU
Gamma Omega, Denison
Delta Eta, Utah
Delta Kappa, Miami
Delta Lambda, Miami (Ohio)
Delta Pi, Tulsa
Delta Sigma, Oklahoma State
Epsilon Zeta, Florida State
Epsilon Eta, Auburn
Epsilon Lambda, Tennessee
Epsilon Phi, Florida
Epsilon Omega, Dickinson
Zeta Epsilon, Lawrence
Zeta Zeta, Westminster
Zeta Mu, Virginia Tech
Zeta Omicron, Richmond
Zeta Pi, College of Idaho
Zeta Upsilon, Georgia Southern
Eta Delta, Valparaiso
Eta Iota, Creighton
Eta Lambda, Loyola
Eta Nu, Santa Clara
Eta Sigma, Chapman

!LUMNAE
!SSOCIATIONS
GAVE A COMBINED
 
Akron
Albuquerque
Arcadia
Asheville
Austin
Baton Rouge
Beaumont-Port Arthur
Bloomington
Boise Valley
Boulder
Brevard County
Central Florida
Charlotte
Chico-Redding
Cincinnati
Clay-Platte County
Clearwater Bay
Cleveland
Colorado Springs
Columbus, Ohio
Dallas
Delaware
Denver
Detroit East Suburban
Detroit N.W. Suburban
Detroit North Woodward
East Bay
East Valley
Evansville
Fort Bend County
Fort Lauderdale
Fort Worth
Fox River Valley
Fresno
Greater Hartford
Greater Katy Area
Greater South/Southwest
Harrisburg
Hattiesburg-South Mississippi
Highland Lakes
Hill Country
Hinsdale
Houston

Indian River
Indianapolis
Jacksonville
La Grange
Lafayette
Lake Charles
Lake Shore
Lake Washington
Lawrence
Lee County
Little Rock
Madison
Memphis
Miami
Monmouth
Montgomery
Morgantown
Napa Valley
New York
North Shore
North Sound
Northern Colorado
Northern New Jersey
Northern Virginia
Northwest Suburban
Oak Park-River Forest
Orange County
Palm Beaches
Palo Alto
Philadelphia
Phoenix
Raritan Valley
Richardson-Plano

Richmond, Va.
Rochester, Minn.
Sacramento Valley
Salt Lake City
San Fernando Valley
San Jose
Sandhills
Santa Cruz County
Scottsdale
Shoreline East Connecticut
Snake River
South Bay
Southern New Jersey
Springfield, Mo.
St. Louis
St. Petersburg
Stuart Area
Temple
The Golden Key
The Shoals
Toledo
Tucson
Tulsa
Victoria Area
Waco
West Valley-Arizona
Whittier
Williamsburg

*Gifts received after
August 5 will be
recognized in the next
issue.

Did You Know
Rose McGill Confidential Aid assists alumnae and
undergraduates in dire financial circumstances.

In 2012-2013:
3 $164,622 went to 35 alumna recipients.
3 $37,200 went to 21 undergraduate recipients.
These numbers do not include scholarships.
Thank you to all who make this possible!
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7ILD 4HING, I
Photos courtesy Bill Hunt

Saving an Endangered

2EBECCA WATCHES HER CHARGE SWING ON SOME VINES ! FORMER HIGH
SCHOOL TEACHER AND AIRLINE ATTENDANT 2EBECCA HAS ALWAYS BEEN
AN ANIMAL LOVER #APTIVATED BY .ATIONAL 'EOGRAPHIC STORIES ABOUT
WOMEN WORKING WITH GREAT APES SHE READ ABOUT $R "IRUTE 'ALDIKAS
WHO FOUNDED "ORNEO´S #AMP ,EAKEY IN THE S TO RESEARCH
ORANGUTANS $R 'ALDIKAS HEADS THE LONGEST RUNNING STUDY OF
GREAT APES IN THE WORLD 7HEN $R 'ALDIKAS FIRST ARRIVED IN "ORNEO
EXTINCTION WAS NOT AN ISSUE
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Think I Love You
°"Y !NN 'RAHAM 3CHNAEDTER -ISSOURI

Species, One Baby Orangutan at a Time
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! BABY ORANGUTAN LEANS DOWN AND
STROKES 2EBECCA´S FACE AFTER A JUNGLE
SCHOOL SESSION LEARNING TO CLIMB

!

A moist, earthy aroma and rustling, screeching, clicking and
buzzing of the Borneo rainforest greet REBECCA REEDER-HUNT, TCU.
Grasping a small, orange, furry hand, Rebecca leads Karbank, an
orphaned orangutan, into the forest for jungle school.
Ordinarily Karbank would hold tightly to his mother for his
first five years as she showed him where to find fruit and insects.
He would learn to build nests on the ground during the day and
in trees to avoid predators at night. Instead, Rebecca helps him
learn to climb so he can be released back into the forest. After
a while, pleased with himself, he reaches down from a tree and
caresses her cheek. Her heart melts.
Once a year Rebecca and her husband, Bill, travel to Camp
Leakey in the rainforest of Borneo, Indonesia, where they
volunteer at Orangutan Foundation International (OFI). Currently
found only in Borneo and Sumatra, orangutans are endangered
in Borneo and critically endangered in Sumatra according to
the International Union for Conservation of Nature’s Red List of
mammals. Deforestation for palm oil, which is found in many
processed foods and products, contributes to the diminishing
numbers of orangutans.
During the past 30 years, nearly 80 percent of the rainforest
habitat has been lost to logging and oil palm plantations. Now,
the saddest sounds are the buzzing of chainsaws cutting down
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the forest. Flying over the island, Rebecca sees barren white
sand where logging, forest fires and oil palm plantations have
eradicated native vegetation.
As the rainforest shrinks, starving orangutans venture onto
palm plantations to eat tender shoots. Plantation owners pay
hunters to shoot them as pests. Baby orangutans are sold on the
black market for pets.
OFI works to rescue and rehabilitate the orphaned babies
and release them into the protected areas of the Indonesian
rainforest. For many years Rebecca and her husband had donated
funds and supplies to foster orphan orangutans and eventually
applied for volunteer work at the OFI Care Center in Kalimantan
on the island of Borneo. Before making their first trip in 2008,
they did extensive research.
“Once I got my first hug from an orangutan, I was hooked and
had to go back,” Rebecca says.
After two days of travel, Rebecca and Bill reach Kalimantan
in Indonesian Borneo. From Los Angeles they take a midnight
departure to Hong Kong. They connect through Jakarta, where
they spend a night before catching the only flight to Kalimantan.
Then, to get to Camp Leakey in Tanjung Puting, they take a kiotok
(small river boat) up the Sekonyer River out of Kumai.

/&) OFFERS ECO TOURS IN +ALIMANTAN )NDONESIA LED BY
$R -ARY "IRUTE 'ALDIKAS WHO FOUNDED "ORNEO´S #AMP ,EAKEY
IN THE S $R 'ALDIKAS HEADS THE LONGEST RUNNING STUDY OF
GREAT APES IN THE WORLD &OR MORE VISIT ORANGUTANORG

Rebecca tells about one unforgettable
experience after dark when the vessel’s
headlight went out. Their small boat was
low in the water due to low tide and they
both knew crocodiles could easily capsize
them. Lightning and heavy rain began,
and they feared that if the boat capsized
they’d have to swim for shore, fast. Now
they make sure boat trips are by daylight.
When she returns to Camp Leakey,
Rebecca tears up when the orangutans
remember them from the year before,
running to throw their arms around them,
giving them kisses, smacking noises and
all. She says some of them are scared of
her husband—they know the difference
between male and female—and she
represents a potential “mom.” Rebecca
describes how, on an early trip, as she held
her hand out, palm down, in a gesture

of friendship, a little orphan orangutan
grabbed it and pulled her out toward the
trees so she could help her swing on the
vines. “I couldn’t believe it,” she says.
Each orangutan has a different
personality, “and their faces and hairdos
are all different, so it is easy to recognize
them year after year,” she says. Her
favorites? Omry, the star of the IMAX
movie, Born to be Wild; Krista, a beauty
whose mother was rescued from life as
an illegal pet in an Asian brothel; Roman,
a weakling who is cross-eyed and gets
picked on and Gable, a sweet female who
flirts with Bill. “I have literally thousands
of pictures (of the orangutans). I’m worse
than any parent or grandparent when it
comes to (baby) pictures,” Rebecca says.
OFI has rescued more than 400
orangutans and reintroduced them into
the wild since 1971. Although selling and
owning orangutan infants is illegal, they
are popular as pets. It may take many
years for the caretakers at Camp Leakey
to rehabilitate orangutans. “Most are
quite happy and playful, but some arrive
traumatized from seeing their mothers
killed. Their eyes are sad, just like an
abused human’s can be,” she says, “and
some have no will to survive.”
Volunteers spend their days caring for
the babies, bottle feeding them, preparing
fresh fruits and vegetables that they buy
daily in the local market. There are around
350 orangutan orphans at the care center
at any given time.
Rebecca and Bill have had vaccinations
and wear heavy boots and jungle-weight
clothing (long-sleeved shirts and long
pants) that are treated to repel bugs. Of
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2EBECCA COMFORTS /MRY AS A THORN IS REMOVED

course, there are dangers: poisonous snakes, crocodiles, leeches, scorpions
and venomous bugs that look like a leaf. When they are working in the
jungle with the orangutans, they don’t think about the dangers, but three
years ago something venomous bit Bill on the neck. His knees started to
buckle and he lay down in the dirt, eyes rolling back. Rebecca says that
since they had no idea what bit him, he decided not to try to find medical
help. It got to the point where he declared, “If I die, just bury me in Borneo.”
Fortunately, Bill made a full recovery.
Currently, OFI is trying to buy a large area of rainforest, the Rawa Kuno
Legacy Forest, but if they can’t raise the funds, the owner will sell to palm oil
developers. Rebecca has created a website (rebeccareeder.com) to sell orangutan-inspired art, donating profits to OFI. The site also educates people about
orangutans and their habitat and encourages reading labels and avoiding palm
oil products. Palm oil is found in consumer products from peanut butter to face
cream, toothpaste and detergent to candy bars and cookies.
Rebecca understands that local residents are desperate to earn a living
for their families. She says she does not blame them for selling their natural
resources to a world that wants them.
Although Rebecca and Bill are fond of all the orangutans in OFI’s
care, they are closest to Omry. As a mischievous toddler, Omry hit other
orangutans and OFI employees. After he hit them, he would point to his
back. Rebecca responded by grooming him, separating his red hair to look
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2EBECCA CARRIES
AN ORPHAN AFTER
THEIR JUNGLE SCHOOL
SESSION

±/NCE ) GOT MY FIRST HUG FROM AN ORANGUTAN
) WAS HOOKED AND HAD TO GO BACK ² 2EBECCA SAYS

"ILL IS SWALLOWED IN A
HUGE HUG WELCOMING
HIM BACK TO "ORNEO

at the skin on his back. She discovered an embedded thorn,
which was developing an infection. They sent for a veterinarian. Omry sat still as the doctor cut his skin to reach the thorn.
Rebecca placed her hand on Omry’s arm and he reached over
and put his hand on her arm. They now share a special bond.
As soon as the thorn was removed, Omry’s behavior
changed. Seemingly happy, he stopped hitting and
scampered into the jungle to swing on vines.
The care center employees laugh at how Omry remembers
Rebecca and Bill, squeaking every time they return. Scurrying
down from the rainforest canopy, he throws his arms around
them, greeting them with hugs and kisses. Rebecca and Bill
call him “Anak lelaki saya,” Indonesian for “our son.”

Omry now is a sub-adult, nearly as big as Rebecca. He still
acts like a baby around her, wanting to be carried, nearly
too heavy for her. He could be released into the rainforest at
any time, although the care center has been cautious about
letting him go because he has seizures they believe are a
result of the head and eye injuries he sustained as an infant
when he was stolen from his mother, possibly for the illegal
pet trade.
When and if that bittersweet day comes, Omry will wander
into the rainforest, taking a tiny piece of Rebecca’s heart with him.
...............................................................................................
For more about the endangered orangutans and the Rawa
Kuno Legacy Forest, visit http://orangutan.org.
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U.S. Army Maj. Kathryn Shaw
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Learns and Teaches in Each Mission

environment, you don’t realize that
you miss the sounds of the innocent
laughter of children, their smiles,
and their search for knowledge. It
didn’t even strike me as odd to not

°"Y -ELISSE #AMPBELL -ISSISSIPPI

U

“Until you are in this austere

see children until I started volunteering at the Cat in the Hat Language
Arts Center for Afghan children near
Bagram Airfield.”
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"ARBECUING LAMB BRINGS CULTURES TOGETHER

Fire … meat … bread … the common denominator among cultures. Throw in some
great conversation and you have a good ol’ American barbecue in Afghanistan! Lighting
the fire pit and collaborating on cooking skills builds rapport among students and
teachers in the Afghan Criminal Techniques Academy. The barbecued lamb over curried
rice with cinnamon and raisins doesn’t hurt either.
Traveling halfway across the world, U.S. Army Maj. KATHRYN L. SHAW, New Mexico,
served as the director of the Afghan Criminal Techniques Academy, where she taught
Afghans criminal evidence techniques and forensics, from May 2012 to June 2013, to
support law enforcement and the court system.
“We educated Afghans in processing forensic evidence for law enforcement and
prosecution in the courtroom, from forensic photography, latent prints, DNA, firearms
and tool marks, to document and media exploitation,” Kathryn says. A military police
officer, Kathryn was reassigned with the draw down of forces in Afghanistan, but says she
was sad to leave because they had made progress and she wanted to do more.
During Kathryn’s deployment, long days were not unusual. But Afghans balance
holidays, family, work and training. “One of the most challenging aspects of teaching
forensics in Afghanistan was learning to balance the Afghan culture with their work
ethic,” Kathryn says. And the barbecue did just that—Americans and Afghans got to
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/NE OF +ATHRYN´S MANY
TALENTS IS PAINTING

know one another personally, so they lost
less in translation. “I learned to ask about
their families before I delved into business,”
she says.
How did Kathryn end up in Afghanistan? “I
sought out this post,” she says.
Kathryn, known to family and close friends
as Kat, grew up in a tight military family
with a long history of military service dating
back to the Civil War. Her father served for
26 years as a submariner and commanded
the USS Salt Lake City. Before she was 14,
she had lived in 10 different places. “I loved
moving, seeing new places and meeting
new people. That has translated into my
current life, where every couple of years I
have a new assignment and location to live.”

“Being a leader
doesn’t always come
naturally. I had to
learn to be more
approachable and
open to new or
different ideas.”

Although from a military family, Kathryn
chose to major in art and learn to paint
while at the University of New Mexico. When
she was a senior, she decided to join the
military and applied for officer candidate
school at Fort Benning, Ga., where she was
commissioned in December 2003.
Kathryn says her art background has
paved the way for creative thinking at work.
“When planning a mission or future plans,
we have to evolve our way of thinking,” she
explains. “The creativity of art influences
how I look at what needs to be done, all
the way to the execution of the plans.”
Not one to miss an opportunity, Kathryn
volunteered in the Afghan community after
12-hour days at work. Her volunteer efforts
provided normalcy in a foreign world.
“Until you are in this austere
environment, you don’t realize that you
miss the sounds of the innocent laughter
of children, their smiles, and their search for
knowledge. It didn’t even strike me as odd
to not see children until I started volunteering at the Cat in the Hat Language Arts
Center for Afghan children near Bagram
Airfield,” she says.
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3TUDENTS AND INSTRUCTORS IN CLASS TOGETHER AT THE !FGHAN
#RIMINAL 4ECHNIQUES !CADEMY

Kathryn worked mostly with young girls, teaching them spelling, reading,
the alphabet and counting. Since the Dari and Pashto languages are written
right to left, the children tend to write numbers backward, a common error
that Kathryn helped them to overcome.
“While it has been difficult to volunteer with my work responsibilities, I find
it important personally to do something to balance myself,” Kathryn explains.
“The ebb and flow of my daily mission impacts how much I can volunteer, yet
seeing new faces and connecting with other people has made it worthwhile.”
In addition to volunteering with children, Kathryn served as the
Distinguished Faith Group Leader for the Bagram Airfield Jewish community,
leading weekly religious observances, and was a liaison between the
community and the chaplain’s office. She led weekly Shabbat Services and
organized two Passover Seders.
“As the lay leader for Bagram, I had to balance my religious needs with the
needs and expectations of the community,” she says. Congregants observe
their faith in many different ways and she didn’t want to alienate a member of
such a small community by being too restrictive or not providing enough of a
structured service. “I gained guidance from the rabbi in theatre (at a different
location) and past lay leaders from Iraq, but tried to garner what the congregation wanted by asking them directly,” says Kathryn.
“Being a leader doesn’t always come naturally,” she says. “I had to learn to be
more approachable and open to new or different ideas. You can’t grow as a
leader until you become more self-aware and develop emotional intelligence.”
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Through her deployments—Korea, Iraq and
Afghanistan—Kathryn has always had supporters to help
her make connections around the world. Since college,
she has been a member of the GOLDEN KEY ALUMNAE
ASSOCIATION and has also found a network of Kappas
through the STARS AND STRIPES ALUMNAE ASSOCIATION.
Although they have communicated through Stars
and Stripes for years, Kathryn met Capt. DANNIELLE
CARROLL, Centre, in person when they both deployed to
Afghanistan. When she was stateside, Kathryn served as
the Stars and Stripes Association Treasurer. Now that she
has returned, Kathryn will serve as the President for the
2013–2014 year.
During her deployments, these two associations
have supported Kathryn with letters and care packages,
sometimes weekly. Noticing the frequency of items and
support from her sorority, other military members would
ask her, “Is that from the Kappas?”
Kathryn is beginning the U.S. Army’s Intermediate
Level Education, a requirement for the rank of major
while serving as the Directorate of Emergency Services

Operations Officer for Fort Carson in Colorado. “At this
point in my life I consider myself to be ‘career military,’ ” she
says. In October, Kathryn was promoted to major.
“One thing I love about the military is the focus on
both military and civilian education. You cannot advance
without both. I have balanced work with the completion
of two master’s degrees.” When not working or volunteering, Kathryn swims with U.S. Masters Swimming, practices
marksmanship and paints.
While upcoming deployments are uncertain, Kathryn
says the most challenging part of being in the military
is the unknown. “The not knowing when I may move,
where I may go, or what job I may have (and will that job
be good or bad for my career),” she says. “Then, you get
somewhere, make fabulous friends and have to leave. It’s
a transient lifestyle that takes adjustment and understanding from family, friends and relationships.
“My experience in the military has improved the
leadership skills I began learning as a member of GAMMA
BETA Chapter, and made me a stronger person than I ever
thought I could be.”

+ATHRYN AND AN !FGHAN GIRL AT THE #AT IN THE (AT ,ANGUAGE !RTS #ENTER
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This experience is life changing. It is the
finest entry-level position one could ever
have. —J.J. FRASER WALES, Ohio State,
Field Secretary, 1970–1972

2013–2014

Photo by Kylie Towers Smith, Simpson

Field Representatives
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Graduating This Year?
Don’t Miss This Dream Job
°"Y +ATE 'REENE /HIO 3TATE ,# ¯

C

College graduation can mean anything from going on an adventure to finding a job. What if you could
do both?
More than 550 Kappas over the past 70 years have done just that. Kappa Leadership Consultants and
Chapter Consultants are paid consultants—a real job with a real salary—but they also get to travel, receive job
training and represent an international women’s organization, all while working with people of all ages, from
students to campus administrators. And, all majors and degrees qualify!
“Knowing that I would have the opportunity to see different parts of the U.S., meet people from diverse
backgrounds, and see campuses and chapters of all sizes appealed to me,” says former consultant Lori
Armiger, Nebraska. “The opportunity to work with Fraternity Headquarters staff and Kappa volunteers and
embrace a new challenge seemed like an ideal next step.”
Leadership Consultants are hired for one academic year to travel on behalf of the Fraternity to about 20
campuses and chapters, while providing training and resources. Chapter Consultants receive a scholarship
for graduate school and are placed by mutual selection at a chapter for the academic year. Prior to all this
jet-setting and relocating, consultants receive paid training at Fraternity Headquarters in Columbus, Ohio.
The prerequisite? Each consultant must have held a Kappa leadership position.
The Fraternity has relied on recent graduates since the Great Depression. Kappa’s first consultant,
Marian Cruikshank, Middlebury, began in 1930. In 1946, Clara O. Pierce, Ohio State, Kappa Executive
Secretary and the woman responsible for bringing Fraternity Headquarters to Ohio, called Patricia Land
Stevens, Tulane, a rising junior at the time, to help start a new chapter at Delta Rho, Mississippi.
The position has gone through name changes since its founding—from Field Secretary, Kappa Counselor,
and Traveling Consultant to currently Chapter and Leadership Consultant. What’s in their suitcases has
changed too—from lugging typewriters and leadership guide binders in the old days to now a laptop and
smart phone.
“I learned more about the structure of a business (budgeting, teamwork and leadership) than any of my
business classes taught me while in school,” says Stacy Underwood Bjarnason, Washington, Traveling
Consultant, 1991–1992.
Elizabeth Butler Anderson, Oregon, received one of her first jobs with no sales or hotel experience
because of the skills she acquired during her tenure as a Traveling Consultant in 2002–2003. Elizabeth now
represents 11 Hawaiian resorts from her home in Los Angeles.
“As with everything in Kappa, the absolute best part about being a consultant is the amazing women you
meet,” says Colby Giulino, Bucknell, Leadership Consultant, 2008–2009.
According to Julie Love Stonehouse, UC San Diego, Traveling Consultant, 1988–1989, the job of a
Leadership Consultant, like being a member of Kappa, comes down to our enduring values: discovering all
that is fine in life and thought and character.”
More than just a job, the Leadership or Chapter Consultant role is an opportunity to grow as a professional
and as a human being. It is a venture to do things that you may have never done otherwise. It is a chance to
create a bond and lasting friendships.

,EARN MORE ABOUT THE   ,EADERSHIP AND #HAPTER #ONSULTANTS AT
HTTPSWWWKAPPAKAPPAGAMMAORG+APPA++'"LOGASPX
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accent on alumnae
$URING
$
&
D
I THE
TH 0ORTLAND /RE
/RE !LUMNAE !SSOCIATION´S &OUNDERS
$AY CELEBRATION MEMBERS OF THE  PLEDGE CLASS FROM "ETA
/MEGA /REGON RECREATED THEIR PLEDGE CLASS PHOTO

!LUMNAE OF $ELTA 4AU 3OUTHERN #ALIFORNIA ENJOY
A TOUR OF THE NEW 53# #ARUSO #ATHOLIC #ENTER ON
3T 0ATRICK´S $AY FOLLOWING THEIR ANNUAL LUNCHEON

(OUSTON !LUMNAE !SSOCIATION MEMBERS $ANA 0AINTER 0ARKEY
4EXAS 3USAN -C#LIMANS 0ENNEBAKER ,35 AND +ATHRYN (ALL 7ILSON
6ANDERBILT ARE PROUD TO DELIVER FUNDS RAISED BY (OUSTON´S BIANNUAL
0ILGRIMAGE BENEFITING MANY LOCAL (OUSTON CHARITIES AS WELL AS A
  GRANT TO THE +APPA +APPA 'AMMA &OUNDATION FOR NEED BASED
AID TO UNDERGRADUATES
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&RIENDS FROM THE  NEW MEMBER CLASS OF $ELTA .U
-ASSACHUSETTS VISIT THE MOUNTAINS OF #OLORADO DURING
AN ANNUAL REUNION -ELISSA -ANN $E!NGELIS #HRISTINE
3TEWART !RCESE 3AMANTHA !NDREWS !MY .AGLE 9ORK
'ENIA ,ARSON ,IZ .ASCIMENTO AND -EGAN "UTOW
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L
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4EXAS  NEW MEMBER
GATHER IN !USTIN FOR A FIVE YEAR REUNION
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THE PICTURESQUE
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accent on alumnae

+
+ATHERINE
,EE "RIANNA
7
%MILY !NDERSON
7ANCURA
3
3ARAH
!NDERSON AND 'INA
+
+IRKWOOD
ALL 'AMMA !LPHA
+
+ANSAS
3TATE FINISH THE
2
2UNNING
WITH THE #OWS (ALF
-ARATHON
IN "UCYRUS +AN
0
0ART
OF THE (EARTLAND 
H MARATHON SERIES THE RACE
HALF
B
BENEFITS
A SMALL SCHOOL

-EMBERS OF THE
3COTTSDALE !LUMNAE
!SSOCIATION ENJOY
AN AFTERNOON TEA
COMPLETE WITH A HAT
CONTEST RAFFLE AND
GUEST HARPIST 0ICTURED
ARE ASSOCIATION
0RESIDENT #AROLYN
$AMERON %YNON
-ICHIGAN HARPIST 0AM
(AHN /LIVIA 3MITH
1UIST .EW -EXICO
CHAIRMAN OF THE TEA
AND HOSTESS 0ENNY
#RAIG 'UNNING
!RIZONA 3TATE

& I D AND
&RIENDS
D ALUMNAE
L
OFF :ETA 'AMMA #ENTRE
# T PARTICIPATE
TI I T IN
I THE
TH 3HADE
3H D 4
4REE 4
4ROTT
DURING A REUNION WEEKEND IN .ASHVILLE WEARING ±2UN FOR "OSTON² SHIRTS FOLLOWING
THE "OSTON -ARATHON BOMBING 4HE 4ROT BENEFITS A FREE CLINIC RUN BY 6ANDERBILT
MEDICAL STUDENTS
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3UBMIT PHOTOS AT
HTTPUPLOADSKAPPAORG

7EST 6IRGINIA #ONGRESSWOMAN 3HELLEY -OORE
#APITO $UKE AND #INDY "ENNETT *ARBOE 7ILLIAM 
-ARY ATTEND THE !PPALACHIAN 4RAIL #ONSERVANCY´S
,EADERS IN #ONSERVATION AWARDS GALA IN 7ASHINGTON
$# LAST -AY 3HELLEY LEFT CO CHAIRED THE EVENT WHICH
WAS HELD AT THE 2OOFTOP 4ERRACE OVERLOOKING THE
#APITOL WITH #ONGRESSMAN *IM -ORAN OF 6IRGINIA

.ORTHWEST 3UBURBAN !LUMNAE !SSOCIATION MEMBERS MAKE FOOD
PACKAGES DESTINED FOR 3WAZILAND TO FEED MALNOURISHED CHILDREN !T THE
±&EED -Y 3TARVING #HILDREN² EVENT ENOUGH FOOD WAS PACKED TO FEED
MORE THAN  CHILDREN FOR AN ENTIRE YEAR

-EMBERS OF THE 7ILLIAMSBURG !LUMNAE
!SSOCIATION ENJOY A DAY TRIP TO 2ICHMOND AND A
GUIDED TOUR OF THE ,EWIS 'INTER "OTANICAL 'ARDEN
,UNCH IN A *APANESE 4EA (OUSE FOLLOWED THE TOUR

!
!
!
B
#
,
7
,
!NNAPOLIS
!LUMNAE
!SSOCIATION MEMBERS
#OLLEEN
,IEB
7ILSON
,INDA
3CHNABEL 6OGAN AND $EBBIE -ORAUER 'ALLAGHER ALL 'AMMA 0SI
-ARYLAND HAVE NIGHT DUTY CHAPERONING THE HOMELESS DURING 7INTER
2ELIEF AT (OLY &AMILY #HURCH IN $AVIDSONVILLE -D 7INTER 2ELIEF IS A
PROGRAM TO HOUSE THE HOMELESS IN VARIOUS COUNTY CHURCHES DURING
WINTER MONTHS
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accent on alumnae

Key Achievements
0AULA 3KYE 4ALLMAN *OHNS (OPKINS WITH SOME YOUNG
FRIENDS IS A .ORTHWESTERN 5NIV GRADUATE STUDENT DOING
RESEARCH IN BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY IN 3HUSHUG 0ERU
WORKING ON HER 0H$ THESIS ±#ULTURAL #HANGE 3TRESS AND
(EALTH IN THE !WAJUN OF THE 0ERUVIAN !MAZON² 7HEN SHE
WAS  SHE STAYED IN AN INDIGENOUS 3HUAR COMMUNITY
IN %CUADOR WHERE SHE LEARNED ABOUT SOCIAL CHANGES AS A
RESULT OF ROAD CONSTRUCTION OIL AND MINING )T PROMPTED
HER TO MAJOR IN BEHAVIORAL BIOLOGY TO STUDY HOW STRESS
CAN AFFECT HEALTH !FTER GRADUATION SHE MOVED TO THE
0ERUVIAN !MAZON TO RESEARCH MEDICINAL PLANTS IN THE -ANU
RESERVE !FTER COMPLETING THE FIRST PHASE OF HER RESEARCH
SHE RETURNED TO THE 53 TO TEACH AN ALL FEMALE COURSE ON
WILDERNESS SURVIVAL WHICH SHE LEARNED IN THE !MAZON

-EREDITH "ANZHOFF 3YRACUSE HAS
LAUNCHED A CONTEMPORARY FASHION LINE OF
VERSATILE ALL SEASON ESSENTIALS FOR THE BUSY
WOMAN ELIMINATING THE EVER ANNOYING
ISSUE OF GAPING DRESS SHIRTS !LL ITEMS
FROM MACHINE WASHABLE DRESS SHIRTS TO
SILK BLOUSES ARE MADE IN -ANHATTAN´S
'ARMENT $ISTRICT USING HAND PICKED FABRICS
FROM )TALY !USTRALIA AND .EW 9ORK #ITY
7ITH A SHOWROOM LOCATED NEXT TO THAT OF
!NTHROPOLOGIE°AND IN THE SAME BUILDING
AS THE #OUNCIL OF &ASHION $ESIGNERS OF
!MERICA°-EREDITH IS LOOKING FORWARD TO
ADDING A CLASSIC DRESS SHIRT TO EVERY WOMAN´S
CLOSET WWWMEREDITHBANZHOFFCOM

.ANCY *OHNSON .ICHOLAS 7ISCONSIN AND
HER HUSBAND !LBERT PROVIDED AN  MILLION LEAD
GIFT FOR ±.ANCY .ICHOLAS (ALL ² A NEW ADDITION AND
REMODELING OF THE SCHOOL OF HUMAN ECOLOGY WHERE
SHE EARNED HER DEGREE 4HIS IS THE FIRST EXCLUSIVE
USE ACADEMIC BUILDING ON THE -ADISON CAMPUS
NAMED IN HONOR OF A WOMAN AND INCLUDES NOT
ONLY STATE OF THE ART CLASSROOMS LECTURE HALLS
AND FACULTY OFFICES BUT ALSO CONFERENCE ROOMS
COMMUNITY CENTERS STUDENT CENTERS AND A PRE
SCHOOL 4HESE NEW FACILITIES WILL FOR THE FIRST TIME
ACCOMMODATE ALL FUNCTIONS OF THE SCHOOL WITHIN A
SINGLE BUILDING
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,EE 2EYNOLDS #ROUCH /KLAHOMA
HAS BEEN NAMED DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT
AT THE #4 #HALLENGE A NONPROFIT
ORGANIZATION PROVIDING WELLNESS PROGRAMS
FOR CANCER SURVIVORS AT THE #4 #HALLENGE
#ENTER FOR 3URVIVORSHIP IN &AIRFIELD #ONN
4HE DAUGHTER OF A CANCER SURVIVOR ,EE SAYS
±%VERY DAY ) FEEL ) AM CONTRIBUTING TO A
LONGER HEALTHIER AND HAPPIER LIFE FOR
CANCER SURVIVORS AND THEIR SUPPORTERS
THROUGH MY WORK WITH THE #4 #HALLENGE²
WWWCTCHALLENGEORG

!LEX "ROWN 6IRGINIA 4ECH A GRADUATE
STUDENT AT THE 5NIVERSITY OF 4ENNESSEE
WAS RECENTLY SELECTED AS ONE OF THE THREE
INAUGURAL WINNERS OF THE 3OCIETY OF
#HILDREN´S "OOK 7RITERS AND )LLUSTRATORS
/N 4HE 6ERGE %MERGING 6OICES !WARD 4HE
AWARD WAS FUNDED BY -ARTIN AND 3UE
3CHMITT OF THE  &OUNDATION AND THE
GRANT WAS CREATED TO FOSTER THE EMERGENCE
OF DIVERSE VOICES IN CHILDREN´S BOOKS AND
GIVEN TO WRITERS OR ILLUSTRATORS FROM AN
ETHNIC OR CULTURAL BACKGROUND THAT IS
TRADITIONALLY UNDERREPRESENTED IN CHILDREN´S
LITERATURE !LEX´S BOOK !STRAL IS A YOUNG ADULT SCIENCE FICTION NOVEL
*ILL 'OSDEN 0OLLOCK #ORNELL HAS
BEEN ELECTED PRESIDENT OF THE 5NIVERSITY
OF #HICAGO #ANCER 2ESEARCH &OUNDATION
7OMEN´S "OARD 4HE BOARD HAS RAISED MORE
THAN  MILLION TO SUPPORT CANCER RESEARCH
AT THE 5NIVERSITY OF #HICAGO -EDICINE
#OMPREHENSIVE #ANCER #ENTER SINCE ITS
FOUNDING IN  -OST MEMBERS HAVE BEEN
PERSONALLY AFFECTED OR TOUCHED BY CANCER
SO FUNDS GO SOLELY FOR RESEARCH &UNDRAISING
EVENTS INCLUDE THE #HICAGO (UNTER $ERBY A
WORLD CLASS EQUESTRIAN COMPETITION AND THE
$REAM (OME 0REVIEW AT THE -ERCHANDISE
-ART FEATURING #HICAGO´S TOP DESIGNERS
3USAN 3TRAKER (OLDREN $ENISON
DEAN OF ARTS AND SCIENCES AT :ANE
3TATE #OLLEGE RECEIVED THE  -ARY
4OWNSEND 0ROFESSIONS !WARD SITED ±FOR
HER SELFLESS SERVICE TO STUDENTS AND TO
THE COMMUNITY ² ONE OF EIGHT 7OMEN
OF !CHIEVEMENT !WARDS GIVEN BY THE
-USKINGUM &AMILY 9-#! IN :ANESVILLE
/HIO

%MILY 3CHAPMANN 3TROUD .ORTHWESTERN
SIGNS COPIES OF HER NOVEL "ROKEN .EWS AT THE
+NOXVILLE 0UBLIC ,IBRARY 4HE BOOK TAKES THE READER
BEHIND THE SCENES OF A NEWSROOM IN CRISIS %MILY HAS
WORKED IN NEWS AT SEVEN LOCAL TELEVISION STATIONS
TWO NEWSPAPERS AND ONE CABLE NETWORK 7ORKING
IN BROADCAST NEWS SINCE  SHE HAS LIVED THROUGH
THAT EVOLUTION WHERE STATIONS USED TO PRODUCE JUST
TWO HALF HOUR NEWSCASTS A DAY 4ODAY REPORTERS
PRODUCE NINE HOURS OF NEWS AND WRITE FOR THE WEB
TWEET AND UPDATE &ACEBOOK

3TACEY #HADWICK "ROWN !UBURN IS THE
WINNER OF THE !MERICAN #OUNSELING !SSOCIATION´S
FIRST #OUNSELING !WARENESS -ONTH PUBLICITY
CONTEST 3HE HAS A PRIVATE PRACTICE IN &T -YERS
&LA SPECIALIZING IN INDIVIDUAL COUPLES AND FAMILY
PSYCHOTHERAPY AND IS DIRECTOR OF HUMAN SERVICES
AT %DISON 3TATE #OLLEGE $URING HER CAMPAIGN
SHE PUT POSTERS AROUND CAMPUS PROMOTED #!ON &ACEBOOK AS WELL AS WRITING AN ARTICLE FOR THE
&ORT -YERS .EWS 0RESS ABOUT THE IMPORTANCE OF
COUNSELING

Email news and photos to thekey@kkg.org.
High-quality, large digital images are accepted.
Not all submissions are printed.
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Arts

,ETTERS
Monitor Road
By CARLA HASLAM HERKNER, West Virginia
Published by Polyglot Press, Inc.
www.polyglotpress.com

Our Most
Treasured Tails
By KATHERINE JACOBSON
KULIGOWSKI, New Mexico

3 Our Most Treasured Tails relates

the unusual and touching experiences
of the author and her husband, Wally,
during more than fifty years of pet
rescue in New Mexico. In this 256-page
hardbound book with 94 photographs
dating from 1909 to 2013, Kate involves
her readers with current city, county,
state and federal legislative action that
affects the well-being of all pets. Using
a unique approach, she asks each reader
to examine their own pet experiences
and explore how to use their resources
to fight animal cruelty.

3 Carla, born in Logan, W. Va., is a retired public school

teacher, whose own family background parallels much of
early West Virginia history on immigration and the blending
of nationalities, attempts to organize labor in the coalfields
and the gun violence that went with it. Based on her family’s
true story, she has crafted a tale featuring the Salino family
of 1918 whose quiet routine in the coalfields is suddenly
shattered by gunshots one quiet morning on Monitor Hill.
Though gun violence tears apart the family, this is also a
story about the perseverance, courage and love of family.
A retired public school teacher, Carla is an active
member of the West Chester, Pa., Alumnae
Association, which has a Kappa book club that meets
monthly in a local indie bookshop. The group recently
agreed to purchase Carla’s book and discuss it. Here they
are pictured in the shop, which always makes them feel at
home. Carla is on the ladder.
For more, visit www.monitorroadbook.com.

Enjoy a good read, support New
Mexico animal humane associations
and shelters, and promote a greater
awareness of animal cruelty. All
proceeds are donated to four different
humane associations.
Available for $20 from the authors
at The Guys Publishing Company,
905 Maverick Trail, SE, Albuquerque,
NM 87123, 505-298-8048,
wkkjk1027@gmail.com, or at
amazon.com

4HE BOOK CLUB OF THE 7EST #HESTER 0A !LUMNAE !SSOCIATION MEETS
MONTHLY IN A LOCAL INDIE BOOKSHOP
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Parenting with Pets
By MARGARET CRAWFORD HAVEL,
Ohio Wesleyan and Christine Hamer

3

Parenting with Pets, the Magic of Raising Children
with Animals offers insight into the magic of raising
children with animals and how pets bring neverending learning opportunities into the family. Written
by Margaret Hevel and Christine Hamer, this motherdaughter team shares sincere and helpful advice
for readers on how pets can enrich the relationship
between parent and child.
Parents will appreciate the many examples of
challenging life lessons and how our pets can be
effective teachers. Many of the life lessons are
offered as stories, some written by children, parents
and teachers, sharing how their lives have been
touched by special animal friends.

The Impersonator
By MARY MILEY, William & Mary

3

Winner of the 2012 Mystery Writers of America/
Minotaur award for Best First Crime Novel, historical
mystery writer Mary Miley has created an intriguing
tale that takes the reader into the Roaring Twenties
world of gansters, bootleggers and murder.
In 1924, a young vaudeville actress is talked into
impersonating a missing heiress in order to claim
a fortune for the girl’s uncle. Agreeing to the con,
she secretly decides to find out what happened to
the young girl, only to find herself in the dangerous
underworld of Prohibition.

“In today’s world, raising children—and
pets—can be a challenge. Parenting with Pets shows
how pets can be a positive addition to any family,
opening the door to enriching experiences for
parents and their children,” according to Carol
Kline, co-author of Chicken Soup for a Mother’s Soul.
Since not all families are able to house a pet, the
authors have provided alternate ideas for parents to
engage in the teaching power of nature.
Parenting with Pets was a winner in the Parenting/
Family category of the 2008 Next Generation Indy
Book Awards.
parentingwithpets.com or amazon.com

The book has received a “starred review” in
Publisher’s Weekly and the Library of Virginia
hosted a book launch in September in the form of
a “Roaring Twenties” party. Author David Baldacci
praises Mary’s “deft touch and blistering pace …
with enough twists to keep one reading late into the
night … Simply put, this book is FUN.”
Mary’s previous books, including First House:
Two Centuries with Virginia’s First Families, deal
mostly with history, travel and business topics and
are published under her married name, Mary Miley
Theobald. The Impersonator is an exciting debut
mystery novel. The publisher, St. Martin’s Minotaur,
will publish the second in the series next year, which
takes the main character from vaudeville to the
silent movie world of Hollywood.
Learn more at marymileytheobald.com.
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Commuting to1600 Pennsylva
Meet Racquel Russell, Deputy Assistant to the President
for Urban Affairs and Economic Development

T

he traffic in the Washington, D.C., area is
known to be among the worst in the U.S.
But when your workplace happens to be
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, the commute
may be a little easier to bear. RACQUEL
RUSSELL, Miami, serves as deputy assistant to the
president for urban affairs and economic mobility. Her
role focuses on a range of issues important to urban
communities across America, as well as policies that
create opportunities for struggling families, including
community and economic development, housing,
transportation and nutrition.
“My job is to advise the president on a range
of domestic issues related to revitalizing urban
communities and lifting families out of poverty and
into the middle class,” Racquel explains. “Each day is
very different, but I lead a team that works with our
colleagues throughout the White House, several of the
36 s 4HE +EY s &ALL  s WWWKAPPAORG

federal agencies, as well as outside stakeholders to carry
out the president’s agenda on economic development
in urban cities and policies to grow the middle class.”
Racquel attended the University of Miami, and
although she had a lot of friends in the Greek
community, she became very involved in other campus
activities and assumed that joining a sorority was just
not for her. One day, after a Greek Week event, Kappa
adviser ALLISON GILLESPIE, Miami, and Racquel’s friend,
SARAH MORGAN, Miami, asked Racquel why she wasn’t a
Greek—and more specifically, a Kappa. Racquel stopped
for a second and answered honestly. “I would have
loved to have been a Kappa,” she said, and suddenly
realized that maybe it wasn’t too late after all.
“Of all the women student leaders I admired the most
throughout my college career—for their leadership,
character, friendship and laughs—the overwhelming
majority were Kappas.” During the second semester of

During the second semester of her junior year, Racquel
accepted a bid from Kappa Kappa Gamma and during the next
year and a half made some of her best college memories.
her junior year, Racquel accepted a bid from Kappa
Kappa Gamma and during the next year and a half
made some of her best college memories.
After college, Racquel moved to Washington,
D.C., to attend law school. She quickly became
a member of the NORTHERN VIRGINIA ALUMNAE
ASSOCIATION, in which she has held several
leadership positions. Before joining the White
House, Racquel played roles in developing
policies such as the health care reform law and
the Affordable Care Act. She has also worked
with U.S. Senators Tom Carper and Bob Graham
on policy matters related to the safety net and
income support programs, immigration, housing
and transportation, and she joined the White
House Domestic Policy Council in September 2010.
Through it all, she reflects on the traits she has
gleaned from her membership in Kappa, which has
been an ongoing influence in her life and career.

&ROM $REAM
TO 2EALITY

T

he distance between
dreaming and being is a gap

far too wide to cross alone. As a
women’s organization, Kappa has
helped many women get from
here to there. For more than 143
years, we’ve provided programs,

°"Y +ELLY -ATYAS -AGYARICS 0ITTSBURGH

nia Avenue
“Loyalty and camaraderie are so important in my
job and are attributes that I experienced all the time
in Kappa,” she muses. “The ability to work as a true
team (and to have trust in your team) can help you
accomplish even the most difficult tasks.”
Of course, working at the most famous address in
the country leads to piqued curiosity from friends
and family. “People often ask me if it’s anything like
the NBC show The West Wing,” adding that the real
West Wing is much smaller than it is portrayed on
the show. But similarities do exist between fiction
and real life. “A completely new and unique issue
will come across your desk more times than you
would ever imagine,” she explains. “And it’s the
diversity of work and never really knowing what
you’re going to be working on that day that makes
it exciting!”
Racquel isn’t sure where her passion and
experience will take her next, but she considers this
role her dream job. “Working for President Obama
on issues that are so important to the country and
that I am personally passionate about is an amazing
experience.”

leadership opportunities and
most importantly, the unwavering
support of loyal sisters to help our
members cross that bridge from
dreams to reality. The Kappa Kappa
Gamma LinkedIn group can help
by connecting members with
alumnae across the continent. On
the LinkedIn group page you can
view and post new job listings, find
roommates, housing for internships
or job relocation and ask for advice
from professional Kappas. To join,
select the LinkedIn icon on the
home page of Kappa.org!
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accent on alumnae

Lovely Things Designed by Kappas!
Sharp & Sally
Emily Wilkerson Ward,
Richmond, is the new owner of
Sharp & Sally, a purveyor of fine
stationery sold exclusively (to the
trade) through paper boutiques
nationwide. Emily, a marketing
professional, partnered with
childhood friend Sally Ball Sharp,
designer and creator, and took
the brand retail in early 2013. The
collection features note cards,
invitations, return address/sticker
tags, etc. Plans are in the works
to launch a special collection,
“Ashley,” with profits going to help
another childhood friend,
Ashley Caddell, Arizona State,
in her battle with breast cancer.
For more, visit
www.sharpandsally.com.

Animalia Design

Gretchen Schwiebinger Culp and
d Ann
A Schwiebinger
S
Mayer,
M
b
both
th G
Gamma
Omega, Oregon, have created note cards featuring animals struggling for survival.
They began with animals native to Oregon and plan to expand. One of their designs includes the
Northern spotted owl.
Animalia Design’s goal is to donate a portion of profits to conservation efforts. Their stationery is
printed in Portland, Ore. For more, visit www.animaliadesign.com.
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How to Start Your Own
Business? Look Straight Ahead!
°"Y +RISTIN *OHNSON 3ANGID 'EORGIA 3OUTHERN

D

espite her traditional career in
finance, from corporate finance
to stockbroker to raising capital for
others, Julie Lorenz Allinson,
Iowa, always has had an irreverent and
slightly jaded side. With the eyewear
company she founded at age 42, called
eyebobs, Julie dares to be who she is
and encourages others to do the same.
“Do people wear this stuff?”
The idea for eyebobs came
from Julie’s quest to find a pair of
fashionable reading glasses. The pair
she wanted at her optician’s office

was about $600. When she balked,
he suggested a drugstore, where she
found affordable reading glasses, but
thought, “Do people actually wear this
stuff?” A self-proclaimed optimist,
Julie set out to create a mid-price but
high-design eyewear company.
When starting eyebobs, Julie faced
a tight market that was not exactly
warm and open to a new product line.
Her aesthetic—not for the meek and
mild—comes from her gut. A favorite
early design, called “Top Down,” looks
like a pair of upside down glasses.
An extrovert, Julie acknowledges the
hardest part of founding eyebobs
was working alone before she could
afford employees. “It was bleak at first.
For interaction, I talked to the postal

workers when I packaged and shipped
my product. I had no peer group.”
With difficulty breaking into the
optical market, Julie’s turning point
for eyebobs’ success was realizing
that her product is fashion. She
approached a men’s store in her
hometown of Minneapolis and
persuaded the owner to let her to
leave some pairs of eyebobs. Within
two weeks, they sold out. Eventually,
Julie was able to hire employees as
the business took off.
“When I saw someone on an
airplane wearing my glasses, I
realized eyebobs was going to make
it,” she says.
For more, visit eyebobs.com.
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&LORIDA 3TATE AND #ENTRAL &LORIDA +ELLY 'ILLIAM
AND 3ARAH 7OOD HAD A DOWN UNDER ADVENTURE IN
!USTRALIA FROM KANGAROOS TO SKYDIVING 4HEY MET
DURING THEIR TRAVELS ORGANIZED BY #ONTIKI 4RAVEL

!
!KRON
*ULIA $IXON ,AMBDA
TTRAVELED TO 3PAIN THIS
SSUMMER TO RUN WITH THE
BULLS FOR THE SECOND TIME IN
B
0AMPLONA DURING THE ANNUAL
0
3AN &ERMIN FESTIVAL /N DAY
3
O
ONE SHE WORE +APPA LETTERS
AND SAYS IT WAS FUN WHEN
A
PEOPLE RECOGNIZED THEM
P

,OYOLA %TA ,AMBDA MEMBERS *OLINE $E #ASTRO .ICHOLE #ABRAL
,OYOLA
,IZZY 0RATTY AND +ELLY 2OESSLER ENJOY THE BEAUTIFUL BACKGROUND OF
THE #HICAGO SKYLINE DURING THEIR SENIOR BOAT CRUISE 
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)NDIANA $ELTA´S RACE TEAM SHOWS THE
WINNING TIME AT THE 5NIVERSITY OF
)NDIANA´S ,ITTLE  BIKE RACE 2ACING
 LAPS THE +APPA TEAM FINISHED
FIRST 4HE  YEAR OLD RACE IS MODELED
AFTER THE )NDIANAPOLIS 

-ISSOURI #OWGIRL UP 4HETA #HAPTER
MEMBER -EL %GAS LEADS A NEW RIDER
AROUND THE RING WHERE THE CHAPTER
VOLUNTEERS WEEKLY AT #EDAR #REEK
4HERAPEUTIC 2IDING #ENTER

/HIO 3TATE "ETA .U MEMBERS SPEND A BEAUTIFUL 3ATURDAY HIKING AT /LD
-AN´S #AVE IN (OCKING (ILLS JUST OUTSIDE #OLUMBUS /HIO

3OUTH #AROLINA %PSILON +APPA TOOK THEIR NEW MEMBER CLASS OF
3
 ON A RETREAT TO THE 9-#! #AMP IN 'REENVILLE 3# 4HEY ENJOYED

A WEEKEND OF ZIPLINING CRAFTING AND OUTDOOR GAMES
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7ILLIAM  -ARY 'AMMA +APPA MEMBERS
*ILLIAN 4URNER 4ESS 0OWERS 2OSE -URATORE AND
0HILANTHROPY !DVISER ,INDA 4RIPP -C.ITT (ILLSDALE
ACCEPT THE /UTSTANDING /RGANIZATION AND  34!2
AWARD FROM THE 7ILLIAMSBURG¯*AMES #ITY #OUNTY
#OMMUNITY !CTION !GENCY FOR 'AMMA +APPA´S WORK
WITH (EAD 3TART AND 2)&

5TAH $ELTA %TA MEMBERS +INSEY ,ANCE .ANDINI $EO $EBORAH
5TAH
$UPONT AND +ELSEY 3TRONG VOLUNTEER AT A BENEFIT CARNIVAL FOR
PATIENTS FAMILIES AND THEIR GUESTS BY 3HRINER´S (OSPITAL FOR #HILDREN
IN 3ALT ,AKE #ITY
-C'ILL $ELTA $ELTA MEMBERS GET TOGETHER BEFORE
2ECRUITMENT FOR SOME SISTERHOOD TIME BRINGING
ALONG THEIR NEW ++' LETTERS AND A GIANT FLEUR DE LIS

!UBURN %PSILON %TA´S K +OLOR 2UN RAISED MORE THAN
!UBURN
  FOR THEIR LOCAL PHILANTHROPY THE *EAN $EAN 2)&
WAREHOUSE 4HE RACE HAD MORE THAN  PARTICIPANTS
AND THEY ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO AN EVEN BETTER TURN OUT
NEXT TIME
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/REGON 3TATE 'AMMA -U MEMBER
AND FORMER 6ICE 0RESIDENT !CADEMIC
%XCELLENCE 3AMANTHA 0LACE WAS AWARDED
THE 7ALDO #UMMINGS /UTSTANDING *UNIOR
3TUDENT !WARD BY /REGON 3TATE 5NIVERSITY
FOR ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AND LEADERSHIP

-INNESOTA #HI
MEMBERS ARE
PREPARED FOR THE
OPEN HOUSE ROUND OF
2ECRUITMENT

"OWLING 'REEN
'REEN :ETA +APPA MEMBERS GET A GREAT START SELLING POPSICLES IN
3EPTEMBER TO RAISE MONEY FOR THEIR +APPA +IDNEY #AMP PHILANTHROPY A CAMP FOR
CHILDREN WITH DIABETES
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5# 2IVERSIDE
2IVERSIDE %PSILON 0I MEMBER
B *USTINE 3TERLING
RIGHT WELCOMES NEW #HANCELLOR +IM 7ILCOX LEFT
ON THE FIRST DAY OF CLASSES

7EST 6IRGINIA
6IRGINIA 4HROUGH ALL THE HUSTLE AND BUSTLE OF 2ECRUITMENT "ETA 5PSILON
RECENTLY HAD A SISTERHOOD ACTIVITY VISITING AN OVERLOOK NEAR -ORGANTOWN 76A
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"RITISH #OLUMBIA -EMBERS OF 'AMMA
"
5PSILON
5
PREPARE TO GREET POTENTIAL NEW
MEMBERS
M
ON THE FIRST DAY OF ±TOURS ² WHICH
I THE FIRST ROUND OF 2ECRUITMENT AT 5"#
IS

,35 $ELTA )OTA MEMBERS ARE
READY TO WELCOME POTENTIAL
NEW MEMBERS ON THE FIRST
DAY OF 2ECRUITMENT
&LORIDA 3TATE
3TATE 7ITH A TH
THEME OFF ±+
±+APPILY
IL %VER
%
!FT
!FTER ²
%PSILON :ETA MEMBERS CELEBRATE "ID $AY

#REIGHTON %TA )OTA MEMBERS
#REIGHTON
B
$ANIELLE !RUDA AND
D 4ARYN
"EARD TAKE A BREAK FROM THE HUNT FOR PERFECT PUMPKINS
DURING THE CHAPTER´S FALL SISTERHOOD EVENT

-ARIST :ETA #HI CHOSE THE CLASSY THEME ±+APPA  #O &ALL #OLLECTION
²

FOR FALL 2ECRUITMENT
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Kappa Travels Trips in 2014
Cruise the Waterways and Canals of Holland and Belgium, April 4–12 From $2,745
$SVJTFUIFXBUFSXBZTPG)PMMBOEBOE#FMHJVNBCPBSEMS Amadeus Silver'MPBUUISPVHI"NTUFSEBNTDBOBMT TUSPMMUIF,FVLFOIPG(BSEFOT UIF
(FNFFOUFNVTFVNJO5IF)BVHF #SVHFTBOE"OUXFSQ*ODMVEFTFYDVSTJPOT QSFTFOUBUJPOTBOENFBMT

Normandy, 70th Anniversary of D-Day, May 20–28 From $3,145
)JHIMJHIUJOHUIF%%BZWJDUPSZEVSJOHUIFUIBOOJWFSTBSZ USBWFMJODMVEFTBUSJQUP%%BZTJHOJGJDBOUTJUFT .POFUTIPNFBOETUVEJPJO
(JWFSOZ .POU4BJOU.JDIFMBOEBUBTUJOHPG/PSNBOEZT$BMWBEPTCSBOEZ*ODMVEFTFYDVSTJPOT FEVDBUJPOBMQSPHSBNT BDDPNNPEBUJPOBOENFBMT

Grand Danube Passage, Aug. 15–29 From $4,845
#FHJOJO4PGJB #VMHBSJB BOEDPOUJOVFXJUIBOJOFOJHIUDSVJTFPGUIF%BOVCFBCPBSEMS Amadeus Brilliant
7JTJUPQVMFOUQBMBDFT DBUIFESBMT UIF*SPO(BUF(PSHFBOEUIF8BDIBV7BMMFZ&YQMPSF#VEBQFTUBOE7JFOOBBT
XFMMBTUIFSFHJPOTOBUVSBMCFBVUZ&OEXJUIBUISFFOJHIUTUBZJO1SBHVF*ODMVEFTFYDVSTJPOTBOENFBMT

Sorrento—Amalﬁ Coast, Sept. 3–11 From $3,245

%JTDPWFS*UBMZTGBNFESFHJPOPG$BNQBOJB FYQFSJFODFUIFCFBVUZPG4PSSFOUP ESJWFBMPOHUIF"NBMm$PBTU BOE
EFMJHIUJOUIFDPMPSGVMBSDIJUFDUVSFPG1PTUJBOP7JTJU"NBMm UIF/BQMFTIJTUPSJDDFOUFS SFOPXOFENVTFVNTBOEIJTUPSJDSVJOT
5SBWFMFSTXJMMBMTPTQFOEBEBZPOUIFJTMBOEPG$BQSJ*ODMVEFTFYDVSTJPOT BDDPNNPEBUJPOTBOENFBMT

Cruise the Panama Canal, Nov. 11–30 From $3,135
4BJMUPUIFFBTZHPJOHTQJSJUPGUIF$BSJCCFBOPOCrystal Serenity&YQMPSFBODJFOU.BZBOSVJOT 
USPQJDBMMBOETDBQFTBOEDFMFCSBUFUIFDFOUFOOJBMPGUIF1BOBNB$BOBM&OEXJUIBOBEWFOUVSF
JO$BMEFSB $PTUB3JDB*ODMVEFTnFYJCMFEJOJOHUJNFT PQFOCBSTFSWJDFBOEHSBUVJUJFT
4QFDJBMBJSBEEPOTBSFBWBJMBCMFGSPNTFMFDUDJUJFT

Bring friends and family on one of these amazing Kappa Travels trips! Contact Kappa Travels Coordinator VERA LEWIS MARINE
at 626-446-3870 or email verakappa@aol.com or call Alumni Holiday Travel (AHI) 800-323-7373. Kappag.ahitravel.com
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/PNBUUFSXIJDIXIJUFESFTTZPV
QBDL EPOUGPSHFUDPNGPSUBCMFXIJUF
TIPFT*UTUIFPOMZQMBDFZPVMMNFFU
 ,BQQBTJOPOFMPDBUJPO

June 25–29, 2014
Kappa’s 70th
Biennial Convention
Hilton Americas–
Houston Texas
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THE

FINAL
FLEUR

What Were They

S

4IBSJOHJEFBMTBOECPOETPGGSJFOETIJQUISPVHIUIFZFBST ,BQQBTBMTPTIBSFENPNFOUTPG

MBVHIUFSJOUFOUJPOBMPSPUIFSXJTF
8IBUXFSFUIFXPNFOJOUIJTQIPUPEPJOHBTUIFZQPTFEXJUIBOVNCFSPGNJTDFMMBOFPVT

JUFNTUIBUBQQFBSUPIBWFOPPCWJPVTDPOOFDUJPOUPUIFUJNFTPSUIFVTVBMQVSTVJUTPGDPMMFHF
XPNFO *GXFDPVMEKVTUBTLUIFTF,BQQBTGSPNEPSILON CHAPTER Illinois Wesleyan JO
5BLFOBZFBSCFGPSFUIFDIBQUFSXPVMEDFMFCSBUFJUTUIBOOJWFSTBSZ QFSIBQTUIFZXFSF
QMBOOJOHBDUJWJUJFTGPSUIFDFMFCSBUJPO0OFZPVOHMBEZTFFNTUPMJLFUIFJEFBPGUFOOJT
BOZPOF "OEJTTIFXFBSJOHBGBTIJPOBCMFTQPSUJOHDPTUVNFPGUIFUJNFPSEJETIFGPSHFUUP
DIBOHFPVUPGIFSOJHIUHPXO
.BZCFUIFZPVOHNFNCFSTUSVNNJOHIFSHVJUBSIBEFBSMZESFBNTPGHBUIFSJOHPUIFSTUP
GPSNB,BQQB1JDLFSTHSPVQ
8IBUJTUIBUVOMBEZMJLFQPTFCZUIFNFNCFSXJUIIFSLOFFTTQSFBEJOHIFSTLJSUXJEF 8BT
TIFTJUUJOHDSPTTMFHHFEPOUIFGMPPS "OEXIZJTTIFIPMEJOHBDBSOBUJPO
0OUIFSJHIU UIBUMPPLTMJLFBQFFMFECBOBOB)NNN0PPQT UIFSFJUJTBHBJOBCBOBOB
IFMECZUIFNJEEMFGJHVSFJOUIFCBDLSPX"OEJOUIFTFDPOESPXJTBNFNCFS FZFTDMPTFE 
MPPLJOHMJLFTIFTBCPVUUPCJUFJOUPUIFCBOBOB4OBDLUJNF *UBQQFBSTUIBUTIFTIPMEJOHB
CPXMJOHQJOPSKVHHMJOHQJO8IBUJTUIBUBMMBCPVU
#PPLTBQQFBSJOUIFIBOETPGTFWFSBMNFNCFST4PNFPOFTQBZJOHBUUFOUJPOUPIFSTUVEJFT
8IBUFWFSXBTPOUIFNJOETPGUIFTF&QTJMPONFNCFSTJTMPTUUPIJTUPSZ#VUXIBUBO
JOUFSFTUJOHGJOEUIJTQIPUPXBTBOEIPXMVDLZXFBSFUPIBWFJUQSFTFSWFEJOUIF'SBUFSOJUZT
BSDIJWFT8FNBZUIJOLPGBSBSFMZPQFOFEDMPTFU BEVTUZBUUJDPSBCBUUFSFEGJMFDBCJOFUGVTUZ 
EVTUZ PWFSMPPLFEDPMMFDUJPOTPGCPSJOHQBQFST
#PSJOH /FWFS$IBQUFSSFDPSETBOEQIPUPT HPWFSONFOUBMBGGBJST GBNJMZIJTUPSZJUTBMM

Tweet about it at
www.twitter.com/
kappakappagamma

XPSUIQSFTFSWJOHGPSUIFTUPSJFTPGBODFTUPSTBOEFWFOUTXFOFWFSLOFXPSMPOHGPSHPU"SDIJWFT
UFMMUIFTUPSZPGXIPXFBSFBOEIPXXFIBWFCFDPNFXIPXFBSF"SDIJWFTUFBDIVTBCPVU
PVSTFMWFTBOEQFSIBQTTVHHFTUIPXXFTIPVMEQSPDFFEJOCFDPNJOHXIPXFBTQJSFUPCF
"OECFTJEFT UIFZSFGVO
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Thinking?
°"Y ,OIS #ATHERMAN (EENEHAN !DELPHI

%PSILON #HAPTER )LLINOIS 7ESLEYAN 
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Send all address changes
and member deaths to:
ΚΚΓ (EADQUARTERS
0/ "OX  s #OLUMBUS /(  
   s %MAIL KKGHQ KKGORG

